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This level was built as a part a level design exercise. 
The given theme constraint was

1. MISSION 

� The story takes place on the abandoned construction site of a cathedral. Indeed the construction 
was aborted for a long a time ago as the city struggled against an epidemic plague disease. Since 
this time thieves, robbers and deserters found refuge in the wreck of this building. T
construction site became inhabited and looks from now like a small town.

� The hero objective is to free a medicine man
remedy against a new ravaging epidemic
nobody wants to pay the price. That’s why the player 

� The hero hides himself inside a trolley and infiltrates the Cathedral at night. First he climbs up to 
the cage where the doctor is jai
goes back to the trolley while carrying

There two ways to play this level, depending if the player choose to fight against enemies (Action) or 
avoid them (Stealth). The hero will pr
no combat system at the current time
are also “platform” game elements

Cathedral 

This level was built as a part a level design exercise.  
was “Verticality in Middle-Age” and the time frame

the abandoned construction site of a cathedral. Indeed the construction 
was aborted for a long a time ago as the city struggled against an epidemic plague disease. Since 
this time thieves, robbers and deserters found refuge in the wreck of this building. T
construction site became inhabited and looks from now like a small town. 

objective is to free a medicine man. This doctor is the only man able to brew a special 
ravaging epidemic. Mercenaries jailed this man in order to ransom him

nobody wants to pay the price. That’s why the player is hired to infiltrate this dangerous place.

The hero hides himself inside a trolley and infiltrates the Cathedral at night. First he climbs up to 
the cage where the doctor is jailed. Then he finds the key and uses it to open the cage. Finally he 

hile carrying the doctor. 

level, depending if the player choose to fight against enemies (Action) or 
. The hero will probably needs some weapons to defeat his enemies, but there’s 

no combat system at the current time as this level is more focused on timing and positioning.
are also “platform” game elements. 
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time frame were limited. 

the abandoned construction site of a cathedral. Indeed the construction 
was aborted for a long a time ago as the city struggled against an epidemic plague disease. Since 
this time thieves, robbers and deserters found refuge in the wreck of this building. That’s why the 

able to brew a special 
order to ransom him and 

infiltrate this dangerous place. 

The hero hides himself inside a trolley and infiltrates the Cathedral at night. First he climbs up to 
led. Then he finds the key and uses it to open the cage. Finally he 

level, depending if the player choose to fight against enemies (Action) or 
obably needs some weapons to defeat his enemies, but there’s 

level is more focused on timing and positioning. There 
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2. FLOWCHART

(1) Main Square 

� Player starts inside the trolley
reaches the 1st floor. 

(2) East Barracks 

� The player infiltrates the East Barracks, defeat or avoids a guard then reaches the cage where the 
doctor is jailed. 

(3) Find the key 

� The player must find the key in order to free the doctor. The key is located inside the West 
Barracks. The player can pick it up

Then the player goes back to the trolley while carrying the doctor

Cathedral 

LOWCHART  

MAIN PATH 

the trolley. He has to cross over the square without being spotted.

The player infiltrates the East Barracks, defeat or avoids a guard then reaches the cage where the 

layer must find the key in order to free the doctor. The key is located inside the West 
Barracks. The player can pick it up either by killing a guard or by sneaking through a window.

Then the player goes back to the trolley while carrying the doctor. 
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the square without being spotted. Then he 

The player infiltrates the East Barracks, defeat or avoids a guard then reaches the cage where the 

layer must find the key in order to free the doctor. The key is located inside the West 
by killing a guard or by sneaking through a window. 
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(A) (B) Behind the Main Square

� The player can reach the West Barracks by going through a platform sequence behind the square. 
Thus he can probably avoid any fights.

(C) Secret Passage 

� There is a side path under the tilted platform nearby the
walk behind the guard without being spotted.

You can activate these special actions with the “E”  Key

Pick up the jail key 

� The key is located at the last floor, on the West Barracks. The player can p
window. 

Open the jail 

� While the player is carrying the doctor his movement speed and jump height decreased.

� The enemies are mercenaries armed with crossbows or bladed melee weapons.

Stealth system: enemies have a cone trigger 
during several seconds, the enemy 
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ALTERNATIVE PATHS 

Behind the Main Square  

The player can reach the West Barracks by going through a platform sequence behind the square. 
Thus he can probably avoid any fights. 

There is a side path under the tilted platform nearby the East Barracks door. It allows the player to 
walk behind the guard without being spotted. 

INTERACTIONS 

You can activate these special actions with the “E”  Key 

The key is located at the last floor, on the West Barracks. The player can pick it up through the 

While the player is carrying the doctor his movement speed and jump height decreased.

The enemies are mercenaries armed with crossbows or bladed melee weapons.

enemies have a cone trigger and chase the spotted player. If the player is invisible 
during several seconds, the enemy will leave the fight and go back to his initial location.
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The player can reach the West Barracks by going through a platform sequence behind the square. 

East Barracks door. It allows the player to 

 

ick it up through the 

While the player is carrying the doctor his movement speed and jump height decreased. 

The enemies are mercenaries armed with crossbows or bladed melee weapons. 

e the spotted player. If the player is invisible 
go back to his initial location. 
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3. REFERENCES

All these pictures are available in 
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All these pictures are available in « Cathedral – Story of its Construction » by David 
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by David Macauley. 
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4. PRODUCTION

Research:   3 hours 
Blocking:   11 hours
Matinee, Lights, Script:  1 hour 
Script AI:   1 hour 

TOTAL:   16 hours

Workflow 

First I built the Cathedral structure based on real building dimensions (Strasbourg Cathedral).

Then I built the barracks and the scaffoldings
duplicated, rotated and resized in order to make all the level content (walls, floors, crates…).

Improvements 

- Build a better path for the player when he is carrying

- Add melee weapon for both player and enemies.

- Play with LookAt / MoveTo Kismet Actions to galvanize 

Cathedral 

RODUCTION 

 
11 hours 

16 hours  

the Cathedral structure based on real building dimensions (Strasbourg Cathedral).

the barracks and the scaffoldings with modular design. I used a small Cube Static Mesh I 
duplicated, rotated and resized in order to make all the level content (walls, floors, crates…).

Build a better path for the player when he is carrying the doctor. 

Add melee weapon for both player and enemies. 

Play with LookAt / MoveTo Kismet Actions to galvanize enemies’ behavior. 
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the Cathedral structure based on real building dimensions (Strasbourg Cathedral). 

with modular design. I used a small Cube Static Mesh I 
duplicated, rotated and resized in order to make all the level content (walls, floors, crates…). 


